
Douglas Abbey, President • AvStat Associates
Doug Abbey established AvStat Associates in the late-1980s to support the unique market research and
forecasting needs of the commuter/regional aviation industry. For nearly two decades he has been
responsible for the statistics appearing in the RAA's Annual Report.

Prior to founding AvStat, he held positions with Fokker Aircraft USA, the Commuter Airline Association
of America, ARINC, the US Department of Transportation-Office of the Secretary, and SH&E. He
recently "celebrated" his 25th year in the commercial aviation industry.

He is a member of the Transportation Research Board/National Academy of Sciences and the Washington
Airline Society. Doug is also a regular contributor to most major industry publications.

This past year he spearheaded the launch of a dedicated regional airline public information campaign
promoting RJ operations and underwritten by key industry suppliers. www.regionalairservice.org was
formally launched November 6 at the RAA Fall Membership meeting in Washington.
He is a graduate of The George Washington University with a degree in Intl. Business Administration.

Gerald Bernstein has 20 years of experience in aviation consulting. He specializes in the
forecasting of aircraft and aircraft component sales, and in enhancing the competitive
positioning of clients within these markets.

Prior to joining Stanford Transportation Group, he spent 16 years at SRI International, where
he had both professional (project) and management responsibility for the company’s civil air
transportation and aerospace industry projects. He was also Vice President in charge of
consulting activities at BACK Associates.

Mr. Bernstein has a Bachelor's degree in aeronautical engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute and a Master's from Stanford. He is Chairman of the National Research Council
Transportation Research Board's Aviation Economics and Forecasting Committee.

Gerald Bernstein, Managing Director • Stanford Transportation Group

Mark Bobbi, Principal • MB Strategy Consulting

Mark Bobbi has been in the aerospace industry for more than 20 years, most recently serving
in management positions with Pratt & Whitney where he provided internal consulting services
to P&W and UTC management in the areas of military and commercial propulsion, industrial
turbines, industry competitive analysis, mergers and acquisitions, and supply chain issues.
He  also provided competitive analysis to company and corporate executives and accurately
predicted major aerospace and energy industry market trends and industry consolidation moves.

Prior to his tenure with Pratt & Whitney, Mr. Bobbi served 11 years as Senior Aerospace
Analyst and Director of Power Systems for Forecast International. He began his aviation
career in 1979 as a buyer for Garrett Turbine Engine Company.

Mr. Bobbi has been instrumental in the launch of several notable aerospace and industrial gas
turbine products.
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Graciliano Campos, Airline Market Strategy Senior Manager • Embraer
Graciliano Campos joined Embraer in 1981 as a Sales Engineer and subsequently worked as a Landing
Gear Systems Engineering Specialist on the AMX Program and Landing Gear System Development
Engineering Coordinator for all Embraer programs.

From 1994 to 1999, he worked at the systems engineering company COMPSIS, beginning as Marketing
Manager and progressing to Commercial Director, and then rejoined Embraer in 1999 as Market Strategy
Senior Manager for the Airline Market.

He holds a degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Brasilia-DF, and an MBA from
the Instituto Nacional de Pós Graduação.
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Barry Eccleston, Executive VP-Business Development • Fairchild Dornier
Barry Eccleston joined Fairchild Dornier in 1998, and is responsible for all sales and marketing
activities for the company’s regional and corporate aircraft products.

Previously, he was President and CEO of International Aero Engines, where he was
responsible for all aspects of the V2500 engine; President and CEO of Rolls-Royce Industries
Canada, where he was responsible for eight facilities in Canada, Mexico and the U.S.; and
Senior Vice President of Marketing of Rolls-Royce, Inc., where he achieved average annual
new engine sales of over $1b.

He holds a Bachelor's degree with honors in aeronautical engineering, and is a Fellow of the
Royal Aeronautical Society in London. He has his private pilot’s license.

Michael Chase, Director-Market Research • Gulfstream Aerospace
Michael Chase was  promoted to Director of Market Research for Gulfstream in April 2001.
He joined Gulfstream in 1996 and was previously Manager of Sales Research and Analysis
in the Worldwide Sales organization. He has more than 30 years of managerial experience in
marketing, sales, operations and finance having worked in the corporate, commercial, and
airline sectors of the aerospace industry.
Before joining Gulfstream, Chase worked for Scheduling Systems, Inc., in Waltham, Mass.,
as the director of marketing and sales providing state-of-the-art airline scheduling software
solutions. He also worked at the Douglas Aircraft Company, a division of McDonnell Douglas
Corporation in Long Beach, Calif., from 1979 to 1992 in commercial marketing and sales.
Prior to joining Douglas, he worked for Western Airlines in both Alaska and California for
eight years in operational and financial positions including five years as manager, general
accounting – corporate statistics.

Pierre Chao, Managing Director-Aerospace/Defense • Credit Suisse First Boston
Pierre Chao is a Managing Director at Credit Suisse First Boston and is the Senior Global
Aerospace/Defense Analyst.  He covers the US and global aerospace and defense industry,
following over 15 stocks including Boeing, Raytheon, Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman
and General Dynamics.

Prior to joining CSFB, he had been Senior Aerospace/Defense Analyst for Morgan Stanley
Dean Witter, senior industry analyst for Smith Barney, and a Director for JSA International.

He has dual Bachelor's degrees in Political Science and Management Science from MIT, and
has been ranked the number one aerospace/defense analyst in the 1995-1999 Greenwich
Associates polls and number one in 1998-2000 Reuters Poll. He has been on the Institutional
Investor All-America Research Team since 1996.

Pierre was recently appointed by President Clinton to the National Commission on the Use of
Offsets in Defense Trade.
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Andy Carlisle, VP-Marketing Regional Aircraft • Magellan Air
Following 15 years in aircraft engineering and avionics marketing, Andy Carlisle joined GPA
in 1989 where he managed their spares trading organization and was involved in the set up of
the GPA-sponsored industrial base in Shannon. Following a period as head of the GPA Trading
Floor, Mr. Carlisle specialized in the marketing of the 30-strong DC-8-70F fleet.

After the absorption of GPA into what is now GECAS, he took over the marketing of 60-plus
regional aircraft fleet, and in the process became part of the team that purchased and optioned
over 450 regional jets from Bombardier, Embraer and Fairchild Dornier.

In 2001, Andy joined other ex-GPA/GECAS colleagues in forming Magellan Air, which
manages over 50 aircraft, including 46 ATR turboprops.

Andy is a Member of the Royal Aeronautical Society and an ISTAT Certified Aircraft Appraiser.
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Nick Godwin, VP-Marketing • BAE SYSTEMS Regional Aircraft
Nick Godwin has been involved with the regional airline industry for 20 years since graduating
from Southampton University in 1980.

He was initiated in aircraft performance and economics on the BAC1-11, followed by the
newly-launched BAe 146. In 1981, he helped establish a new sales and technical sales
organization for the J31 program, and then moved to British Aerospace, Inc. in Washington,
DC, where he held various sales, marketing and program management positions. Following
the launch of the J41. he returned to Prestwick to head up Marketing Services.

He participated in the discussions in creating AI(R), and was VP-Marketing of that company
between 1996 and 1998. After the dissolution of AI(R) in 1998, he became VP-Marketing for
British Aerospace Regional Aircraft, now BAE SYSTEMS Regional Aircraft in Toulouse.
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William Kostel focuses on strategic and fleet planning, as well as codeshare relations, for Mesa Air
Group. He is responsible for all non-contract revenue, which encompasses pricing, yield management,
route planning, scheduling and marketing/advertising activities.

He negotiated the acquisition of regional jets for Mesa, both the ERJ 145 order and the CRJ700 and
CRJ900 orders, paving the way for all of Mesa's long-term growth. He also negotiated the expansion of
the US Airways regional jet agreement in 1999 and the Midwest Express codeshare agreement in 2001.

Prior to joining Mesa in February 1999, Mr. Kostel worked for over nine years for American Airlines
and American Eagle Airlines, where he worked in various marketing and planning positions. While at
AMR, he negotiated the acquisition all of American Eagle's ERJ 145 regional jets - nearly 300 aircraft.

He holds a Bachelor's degree in Industrial Engineering from Iowa State University and an MBA from
Texas Christian University.

Scott Foose, Vice President • Regional Airline Association
Scott Foose joined the RAA in May 2000, and has focused much of his effort on a wide
variety of collaborative and regulatory initiatives that involve national airspace management
and capacity, as well as the training and qualification of flight deck and cabin crew members.
Since September 11, he has been working to restore industry access to the national airspace
system, increase security of the airports and aircraft, and to restore passenger confidence.

Mr. Foose is a member of several federal advisory committees including the Runway Incursion
Joint Safety Implementation Team, the Free Flight Steering Committee, the Spring 2000+1
Steering Committee, and the NEXCOM Advisory Rulemaking Committee. He was appointed
by then-Pennsylvania Governor Tom Ridge to that state's Aviation Advisory Committee and
has been nominated to serve on the NASA Safety Reporting System Advisory Sub-committee.

Mr. Foose attended Arizona State University and completed additional studies at Embry-
Riddle Aeronautic University.
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William Kostel, VP of Planning & Marketing • Mesa Air Group

Cameron Mountenay, VP-Asset Management & Business Development • Bombardier
Cameron Mountenay oversees the areas of Business Development, Asset Management, Airline Support
Analysis, and Change Management for Regional Aircraft.

Mr. Mountenay joined Bombardier in May 1988 as a junior financial analyst with de Havilland Finance.
He attained the designation of CMA (certified management accountant) in November of that year, and
quickly moved up the Finance “corporate ladder”, culminating in a promotion in 1997 to Controller-
Regional Aircraft.

In June of 2000, after three years as Controller, and 12 years in Finance, Mr. Mountenay decided to
leave Finance altogether, and accept the position of Vice President, Business Development and Asset
Management. In recent months, Mr. Mountenay has seen his area of responsibility grow to now include
Airline Support Analysis, as well as Change Management within Regional Aircraft.



Vern Raburn, Chairman • Eclipse Aviation

Kenneth Roberts, VP-Marketing • Rolls-Royce
Ken Roberts is Vice President of Marketing for Rolls-Royce. He is based in Indianapolis and
has the responsibility for marketing several products including the AE family of engines for
regional transports and corporate aircraft.

Mr. Roberts has been active in the aerospace industry since 1982, when he joined the Allison
Gas Turbine Division of General Motors (now part of Rolls-Royce). He has an MBA from
Indiana University, and has worked in various marketing, strategic planning, commercial,
business management and consulting positions.

He is a member of several industry associations, including the Transportation Research Board
and has taught marketing at the university level.
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Vern Raburn has more than 25 years experience as a senior executive in the information
technology industry. In the mid 1970s, Raburn opened one of the nation’s first computer
stores, the Byte Shop of Westminster. Shortly thereafter, he joined Bill Gates as one of the
first employees at Microsoft, and served as President of the Consumer Products Division.

Following his tenure at Microsoft, he served as Executive VP and General Manager of Lotus
Development, where he played an integral role in the launch of Lotus 1-2-3. He has also
served as Chairman and CEO of Symantec and Slate Corporation. Most recently, he was
President of the Paul Allen Group, overseeing high technology investments.

Mr. Raburn has built more than 5,000 hours of flight time and has earned his multi-engine,
instrument and commercial flight certificates. He holds type certificates in more than 15
aircraft types ranging from a B-25 bomber to a Citation Jet. He is on the board of directors of
the Capstone Turbine, Experimental Aircraft Association, Warbirds of America, and Avidyne
Corporation, a leading avionics company.

Tri Pham, Manager-Strategic Planning & Analysis • Pratt & Whitney Canada
Tri Pham joined Pratt & Whitney Canada in 1983 and worked for seven years as an
aerodynamicist in the turbine area.

For three years, he was an account manager for the PW300 engine, and has held his current
position since 1993, for which he is responsible for strategic and product planning, market
research and forecast as well as competitive analysis.

Prior to joining Pratt & Whitney Canada, he worked at Canadair in the advanced design and
technology department.

He holds Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in engineering with honors, as well as an MBA
from McGill University.
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John Moore, President • ATR Support & ATR Marketing

John Moore has held the position of President of ATR Support, Inc. and ATR Marketing, Inc.
since September 2000.

As a result of AI(R), the joint venture between ATR and British Aerospace, he joined ATR in
1998, and was most recently Vice President, Contracts and Negotiation, based in Toulouse,
France.  Between 1990 and 1998, he had been responsible for contracts at British Aerospace
in both the Jetstream and Avro RJ divisions.

He started his career at Overseas Private Investment Corp., providing political risk insurance
to US firms investing in developing countries.

He has a Bachelor’s degree in Biology from the University of California, Santa Cruz and a
Master’s in Intl. Business from the American Graduate School of International Management.



Richard Wynne, Director-717 Brand Management • Boeing
Richard Wynne is Director-717 Brand Management for the Boeing Company.

Prior to joining Boeing in late 1999, he worked for United Airlines in engineering and strategic
planning. Earlier in his career, he filled a variety of sales and marketing roles for British
Aerospace Regional Aircraft and AI(R), including technical sales, market forecasting, and
strategic planning.

He has a BS in Political Science from the University of Cincinnati and an MS in International
Relations from the University of Kentucky.

John Walsh, President • Walsh Aviation
John Walsh, with more than 25 years experience in aerospace, founded Walsh Aviation, a
consulting service that specializes in forecasting the commercial and military aviation markets,
and identifying new business opportunities in the aerospace industry.

He is frequently quoted in numerous aerospace reports by several media outlets including the
Wall Street Journal, Nightly Business Report, USA Today, World Airline News, BBC
Worldwide News Hour, Air Transport World, and Aviation Week & Space Technology. He
maintains a focus on the cyclical nature of the industry to provide his clients with an “early
warning” or “wake-up call” by identifying the major turning points in the marketplace.

Mr. Walsh was formerly Director of Market Research for UNC, Inc., and Director of Market
Planning and Corporate Relations for Rohr. He is a graduate of Manhattan College, Columbia
University and UCLA, and has Master’s degree in Civil Engineering and an MBA.
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Gilbert W. Speed • Conference Chairman
Gilbert Speed has spent almost 50 years in the aviation industry. He started as a student
apprentice in 1952 at The Bristol Aeroplane Company (now part of BAE SYSTEMS). In
1957 he moved to the US and worked as a Development Engineer on new aircraft for Eastern
Airlines, working on the DC-8 and Lockheed Electra. In 1959, he joined Pan Am as a Structures
Engineer, and later an Aeronautical Engineer. At Pan Am he worked on the specifications for
the 727, 707 Freighter, Concorde, and Dassault Fanjet Falcon.

He left Pan Am in 1965 to become VP Marketing for Tridair Industries in California. In 1968,
he founded Transequip (now part of Telair International), which manufactured composite
panels, cargo and baggage containers and cargo systems; he sold his interests in 1978.

Mr. Speed founded SPEEDNEWS in 1979, and in 1991, launched SPEEDNEWS DEFENSE
BIWEEKLY. In 1987, he started the first conference dedicated to briefing suppliers.
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